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Making Investigations 

Making Investigations is a series of toolkits by artist Beth Hopkins that offer 

processes, ideas and techniques to support you in developing your art 

practice. 

Making and thinking as processes are important in Beth’s work where 

materials and ideas are often explored together. For Making Investigations 

we want to bring together doing and making with ideas and concepts. 

Beth works in a diverse range of materials and techniques that include, but 

are not limited to: textiles, drawing, found objects, research, assemblage, 

wrapping, willow, weaving, clay, dyeing, sharing, binding, stitch, printing, 

revealing narratives, asking questions, combining, casting, concrete, writing 

and observing.

There is a strong tactile quality to Beth’s work, a sense that the materials 

have been tested, worked with over and again to be understood. It’s 

interesting to see these investigations as conversations that she facilitates 

between materials, ideas and techniques, through which knowledge is 

produced.

Making Investigations is grounded in the way Beth works with other people. 

Running regular workshops at Bethlem Gallery, she works alongside 

participants, opening up a conversation through art making where learning 

is a two way thing. We wanted to capture some of her approach and care 

for others so that you might find new methods and materials that support 

your own making and practice. - Bethlem Gallery
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I am always searching for objects, whether it be in car boot sales, 
charity shops or when walking down the street. Covid-19 may 
have put a stop to this kind of searching for now, but it can also 
encourage us to look at our objects at home with new eyes. You are 
working with chance - you’re not in control of what you find, you 
have to take what you can get.  It is your selection of the object that 
gives it value. 

 

Found objects

Every object has a life. It has been made, used and witnessed 
things. This unknown history is what draws me to working 
with found objects. There are many terms for found objects - 
‘readymades’ or ‘objet trouves’. They are simply objects chosen by 
the artist and used in their work. Sometimes they are changed by 
the artist, but sometimes they are presented simply as a piece of art 
in themselves. 
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Binding 

You will find your own techniques for working with found objects. 
The main way I work with them is to bind them. Binding has many 
cultural meanings, often associated with the physicality of our 
bodies, such as bandaging an injury. It can be an act of care or an 
act of restraint - sometimes it is both. For me, binding is both a way 
to protect an object and transform it into something new.  

Before Covid-19 I went to the rubbish tip at Bethlem Royal Hospital 
on the hunt for objects and materials. I was making work for a 
residency at Bethlem Gallery to go into an exhibition, Art and 
Value. There was a pile of lightbulbs, recently taken down from the 
wards. I liked their shapes and took four home with me. I cleaned 
them and began binding - I was conscious of how fragile they were 
and took care not to break them. They must have seen a lot in their 
previous lives on the ceilings of the wards. 



Materials 

Some of the materials I use to bind are personal, such as strips of 
clothing and bedsheets. Other materials are just useful, such as 
string, tape, wire, strips of bin bags. The act of tearing fabric into 
strips is very satisfying - it feels destructive but is also creative, 
deconstructing something and then reconstructing it in a new way. 
Wrapping, tying and binding objects is a focussed and absorbing 
process. As you bind more and more, the layers grow and the 
object becomes muffled - sometimes you can’t tell what it was 
originally. The object becomes its shape and not its function. 
Binding erases its original use and makes you see it anew. A 
lightbulb no longer sheds light - it has new value.   
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Judith Scott 

Judith Scott has been a significant influence on how I work with 
found objects. She used discarded objects such as armatures - 
cardboard tubes, bundles of sticks or coat hangers, even a shopping 
trolley. She would wrap them intuitively with knotted cloth, yarn, 
thread, cord, wire. Sometimes you can make out the object but 
usually the sculpture would grow beyond that and become a 
form of its own, sometimes the size of a person. Scott had Downs 
syndrome and could not hear or speak, but for me her work 
communicates on a different level. You can see more of her work 
here: https://creativegrowth.org/judith-scott/ 
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ACTIVITY 1: BIND AN OBJECT 

Find an object in your home you like the shape of. To keep safe 
during the pandemic, we don’t reccomend going to rubbish tips. 
You can use any object at all, the searching process is entirely your 
own. It could be a small object or you could try something bigger 
like furniture. The list of materials below is not exhaustive, look for 
other materials you could bind with.

Materials: 
- An object 
- Fabric strips
- Wool
- Tape
- Wire 
- Threads 
- Bin bags

Process
1. Find an object and gather your materials.  
2. Begin binding, wrapping, knotting and tying. 
3. Take photos as you go along as it will change quickly with 
new layers. 
4. When you’re almost finished you can start to use finer threads 
for detail. 
5. You may wish to leave your binding open-ended and 
unfinished. If your intuition tells you that it is finished, choose a 
title for your work. 

Ask yourself: 
- Why did you select that object? What interests you about it?  
- What journey has the object been on? What life might it have
   had before it reached you?  
- What details did you notice about the object you wouldn’t
     have seen otherwise?
- If it was in a museum what would it convey about our times? 
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 BINDING SPACE

What does it mean to bind or weave a space? Winding string 
around a space makes connections, networks and joins different 
objects together. Unspooling and following the thread can be like 
creating a 3D line drawing. You could go for long looping lines 
for curves or increase the tension for straight lines. The shapes the 
string makes could be frames for seeing through - what do you see? 

This may feel like a strange thing to do when you’re at home  - 
would it mean something different in a gallery? How does context 
change it? 

Work together with another person or two - how do you move 
around each other? What connections do you make? 

As your installation is temporary, an important part of making the 
work is documenting it. You might photograph it or film yourself 
making it or unwinding it, this is a part of the creative process. 
Experiment with different angles such as looking through it up at 
the ceiling. 
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ACTIVITY 2: BIND A SPACE 
Choose a space to work with. It could be in your home or outside. 
When choosing your space and materials think about colour, shape 
and lighting - how will these change your installation? You might 
like to hang up small objects or write messages on paper. Be sure 
to ask permission first and warn other people about what you are 
doing and any tripping hazards.  Don’t forget to remove anything 
that might get broken. 

Materials 
- String, wool or thread - make sure you have lots. 
- Camera (optional)

Process 
1. Recruit a friend 
2. Choose your space
3. Start in one spot and work outwards 
4. Work up high and down low. 
5. Take photos as you go 
6. If you feel it is complete unbind the space or cut it down 

Ask yourself:
- What does the space mean to you? How has that changed? 
- How did the binding process feel? 
- What do you see in your binding? What do you notice? 
- Where do you think the art is? Is it in the making of it as 
performance and process? O is it the bound space?

Thinking about binding space and artworks that might inspire us, I 
want to share with you the artwork strung, a collaborative project 
by Jane Fradgley & Shane Waltener.
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Whilst exploring ideas of being grounded (or not), facing anxiety, 
risk taking, embracing the unknown and the journeys taken as a 
consequence of all of this. A young woman weaves and moves 
through an insecure structure, feet off the ground, attached to the 
tree itself, which while defying gravity gives her support, safety and 
freedom to climb. 

Based around a majestic Lebanese cedar tree next to the Bethlem 
Gallery, Fradgley and Waltener have come together employing 
stitch, movement, sound and visuals to create new performance 
and moving-image based work with Laura Glaser (dance artist), 
Zoë Gilmour (sound artist) and Antonia Attwood (videographer). 
Inspired by Fradgley’s project held and Waltener’s woven 
installation and performance work, strung, is an enquiry into 
notions of personal boundaries, freedom and restraint.



ACTIVITY 2: BIND A SPACE
 
Choose a space to work with. It could be in your home or outside. 
When choosing your space and materials think about colour, shape 
and lighting - how will these change your installation? You might 
like to hang up small objects or write messages on paper. Be sure 
to ask permission first and warn other people about what you are 
doing and any tripping hazards.  Don’t forget to remove anything 
that might get broken. 

Materials 
- String, wool or thread - make sure you have lots. 
- Camera (optional)

Process 
1. Recruit a friend 
2. Choose your space
3.    Think about what you might bind or anchor to
4. Start in one spot and work outwards 
5. Work up high and down low. 
6. Take photos as you go 
7. If you feel it is complete unbind the space or cut it down 

Ask yourself:
- What does the space mean to you? How has that changed? 
- How did the binding process feel? 
- What do you see in your binding? What do you notice? 
- Where do see the art? Is it in the making process? Or is it the 
bound space?
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Making Investigations has been created by Beth Hopkins and 
Bethlem Gallery

http://bethhopkinsart.blogspot.com
Instagram: @bethhopkinsart
www.bethlemgallery.com

If you would like to, you can share your drawings publicly with us 
on social media using the hashtag 
#makinginvestigations

Twitter @Bethlem_Gallery 
Instagram @bethlemgallery
Facebook @bethlemgallery

Or you can show it privately just to the Bethlem Gallery team via  
info@bethlemgallery.com

Image credits:
P.2 - Totem making workshop, Beth Hopkins
P.3 - Bound fan, Beth Hopkins, Photography: Daniel Regan
P.5 - Lightbulbs, Beth Hopkins, Photography: Ben McDade
P.6 - Trolley, Beth Hopkins and visitors to Art & Value exhibition
P.7 - Chair, Judith Scott, Courtesy of Creative Growth
P.12-13 - strung, Jane Fradgley & Shane Waltener
Front cover, P.10, P.15-16 and back cover - Beth Hopkins

www.maudsleycharity.org

Binding a garage 

Making art is often an excuse to play - never more so than when 
we’re confined to our homes. During lockdown I decided to bind 
the garage. I was interested by the tools - a strimmer, a hosepipe, 
a leaf blower - which were hung up neatly like pictures in a 
gallery. I looped white wool from a ladder to the tools, creating a 
web. I chose white to contrast with the accumulated grime of soil 
and grass cuttings. The lines crossed over each other in complex 
networks. I associate wool with knitting and crochet - women 
creating with their hands. I wanted to disrupt the usual view of a 
garage as a masculine space. It was interesting to make it in the 
domestic space rather than a gallery space, it became something 
more personal. I made it for myself, to play and to see what would 
emerge from the binding process.  
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